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Abstract 
 

The Large Hadron Collider at CERN will start data 
acquisition in 2007. The ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC 
ApparatuS) experiment is preparing for the data handling 
and analysis via a series of Data Challenges and 
production exercises to validate its computing model and 
to provide useful samples of data for detector and physics 
studies. The last Data Challenge, begun in June 2004 and 
ended in early 2005, was the first performed completely in 
a Grid environment. Immediately afterwards, a new 
production activity was necessary in order to provide the 
event samples for the ATLAS physics workshop, taking 
place in June 2005 in Rome. This exercise offered a unique 
opportunity to estimate the reached improvements and to 
continue the validation of the computing model. In this 
paper we discuss the experience of the “Rome production” 
on the LHC Computing Grid infrastructure, describing the 
achievements, the improvements with respect to the 
previous Data Challenge and the problems observed, 
together with the lessons learned and future plans.  
 

1. Introduction 
 
The ATLAS collaboration [1] is preparing for LHC [2] 
data acquisition in 2007 and is therefore validating its 
computing model. Because of the required amount of 
computing resources (more than 9 MSI20001 of CPU 
capacity and more that 7 PB of storage space for the first 
year of data taking), ATLAS embraces the Grid paradigm 
i.e. a high level of decentralization and sharing of 
computing resources, where different computing facilities 
are organized in a hierarchical structure, with distinct 
roles at different levels.  
To validate the computing and data model and to test the 
complete software suite and its reliability, ATLAS is 
performing a series of Data Challenges. A Data 
Challenge consists of the full simulation and reprocessing 
of data coming from the detector, carried out with the 
same software and computing infrastructure expected to 
be employed during data taking. The simulation process 
can be divided in three steps: 
                                                           
1 A modern Intel Pentium IV processor with a 2.8 GHz CPU 
corresponds to about one kSI2000; the current ATLAS share of CPU 
resources in the CERN batch facility corresponds to about 400 kSI2000.  



1. Event Generation: the final state configurations of 
proton-proton collisions are generated using programs 
relying on theoretical calculations, phenomenological 
models and experimental inputs. 

2. Detector Simulation: the interaction of the generated 
particles inside the detector is simulated, taking into 
account the real geometry and distribution of the 
detector material. 

3. Digitization: the detector response is derived from the 
particle interaction and it is written in a format 
compatible with the real output of the detector.    

 
In addition, because of the high rate of collisions at 

LHC, digitized signals from several simulated events can 
be piled-up to create samples with a realistic experimental 
background. The digitized events (with or without pile-up) 
can be employed to test the software environment that will 
be used with real data. In the reconstruction phase, particle 
trajectories and energies are determined. The output is 
produced in various formats, suitable for different types of 
analysis. 

Until now, ATLAS ran two major Data Challenges, 
DC1 in 2002-2003 and DC2 in the second half of 2004, 
followed by a large-scale production to provide data for 
physics studies for the ATLAS Rome Workshop in June 
2005. The “Rome production” activity, because of the 
methodology, the large number of events produced and the 
goals established can be considered totally equivalent to a 
real Data Challenge: beside the mere event production, the 
activity offered a unique opportunity to test improvements 
in the production framework, the Grid middleware and the 
reconstruction software since DC2, and spot remaining 
issues. Like DC2 in fact, the Rome production was carried 
out completely in a Grid environment since ATLAS 
resources are managed by three different Grid 
Infrastructures: the LHC Computing Grid [2] (LCG), 
OSG/GRID3 [3] and NorduGrid [4].  

The aim of this paper is to present a critical analysis 
and a generalization of the results reached during the 
production activity for the Rome physics workshop on the 
LCG Infrastructure. The LCG provides the majority of 
ATLAS resources and is the most widely distributed 
infrastructure, resulting in a perfect environment to test 
production.  

This paper is organized as follows. The next section 
describes the LCG infrastructure and services.  An 
overview of the current ATLAS production system is 
given in section 3. Sections 4 and 5 provide the details of 
the Rome production and compare the achievements with 
what obtained in DC2. A critical analysis of the remaining 
issues, suggestions on possible solutions and current 
activities to solve such issues are discussed in section 6. 
The last section draws the final conclusions.  
 

2. The LCG infrastructure 
 

The LHC Computing Project (LCG) built and 
operates a computing infrastructure for the LHC 
experiments; the infrastructure consists of a large 
number of geographically distributed resources and 
services made accessible to users organized in Virtual 
Organizations (VO).  

Fig. 1 gives an overview of the geographical 
distribution of LCG resources. The sites participating in 
the project are primarily universities and research 
laboratories. 

Figure 1. Geographical distribution of LCG 
resources in July 2005. The   infrastructure 
counts more than 180 sites spread in Europe, 
North America and Asia.  

 The LCG project is divided into phase 1 (LCG-1) 
when the software and services were developed and 
prototyped and the current phase 2 (LCG-2) when the 
services are brought into operation. The LCG middleware 
provides a Workload Management System (WMS), a 
Data Management System (DMS), an Information 
System (IS), an Authorization and Authentication 
System, an Accounting System, and various monitoring 
and installation services. Main contributors to the LCG 
middleware are the Virtual Data Toolkit [5] (VDT), the 
European DataGrid Project [6], the DataTAG Project [7] 
and LCG itself. During Data Challenges, several users’ 
communities observed limitations and scalability issues 
in the current middleware. For this reason, new 
middleware components (gLite) are being developed 
within the EGEE [8] (Enabling Grid for E-sciencE) 
project and could become part of LCG in the near future. 
The main middleware components are described below. 
See [9] and [10] for a complete and detailed overview.  

 



2.1. Workload Management System 
 

The WMS is responsible for the management and 
monitoring of jobs submitted from a User Interface (UI). A 
set of services running on the Resource Broker (RB) 
machine contribute to match job requirements to the 
available resources (as gathered form the IS), schedule the 
job for execution to an appropriate Computing Element 
(CE), track the job status, and allow users to retrieve their 
job output. The Logging and Bookkeeping (LB) service 
keeps the state information of a job and allows the user to 
query its status. Each CE is the front-end to a local batch 
system managing a pool of Worker Nodes (WN) where the 
job is eventually executed. User Credentials of limited 
lifetime (Proxies) can be automatically renewed through a 
Proxy Service. 

 
2.2. Data Management System 
 

The DMS allows users to move files in and out of the 
Grid, to replicate them among different Storage Elements 
(SE), and to locate them. A number of available and 
supported protocols (Globus GridFTP is the most 
commonly used) are employed for data transfer. A central 
file catalogue, the Replica Location Service (EDG-RLS), 
keeps information about file location and about some file 
metadata. 
 
2.3. Information System 
 

The IS provides information about the Grid resources 
and their status. The information, generated by an 
Information Provider, are published by the Grid Resource 
Information Service (GRIS) running on each individual 
resource and propagated into a hierarchical database 
structure (Grid Information Index Services – GIIS at every 
site and the Berkeley Database Information Index – BDII 
as central collector). The GRIS is based on the Globus 
Monitoring and Directory Service (MDS). Information are 
published following a specific schema that goes under the 
name of Glue [11].    
 
2.4. Monitoring 
 

The GridICE [12] and R-GMA [13] services allow for 
application and resource status monitoring. In particular, 
GridICE collects information from the IS and from sensors 
(agents) deployed on almost all Grid machines. Such 
information are stored in a database which allows, via web 
interface, for retrieving the real time status and historical 
events about jobs and services. Different “views” focus on 
different aspects of job and resources monitoring. R-GMA 
(not used by ATLAS so far) is based on a producer-
consumer model. Beside job monitoring information, R-
GMA allows for application monitoring offering a variety 

of APIs in many programming languages. Information 
can be easily retrieved through SQL queries using 
command line tools, APIs or a web interface.  

     
3. The ATLAS production system 
 

The ATLAS production system (ProdSys) is described 
in more details elsewhere [14]. The resources for the 
ATLAS production are managed through three different 
GRID infrastructures, using different middleware: 
OSG/GRID3, LCG and NorduGrid. The possibility to 
submit jobs directly to local batch queues was also 
foreseen as fallback solution but has never been adopted 
in practice.   

The production system is implemented in a modular 
way to enable ATLAS to use resources out of these three 
infrastructures, as shown in Figure 2. An ATLAS central 
database (ProdDB) holds Grid-neutral information about 
the jobs. A “supervisor” agent [15] (also Grid-neutral) 
distributes such jobs to Grid-specific agents called 
“executors”, follows up their status and validates them in 
case of success or flags them for resubmission. The 
executors offer an interface to the underlying Grid 
middleware. In particular, the LCG executor, Lexor [16], 
provides an interface to the native LCG WMS. Data 
management relies on Grid-specific tools (lcg-utils clients 
in case of LCG) while the ATLAS Data Management 
System through its DonQuijote service [17] ensures high-
level data management across different Grids. The job 
monitoring is also performed through Grid-specific tools. 
In LCG, information collected from the production 
database and the GridICE server are merged and 
published through an interactive web interface. Such 
interface is important to obtain a rapid and efficient 
overview of the production almost in real time. In 

Figure 2. The ATLAS production framework.
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addition, it shields the end user (in this case the production 
manager) from the complexity of interacting with different 
databases through non-optimized queries which can make 
the whole system collapse.     

 
4. Rome production experience on LCG 

 
In the full production, about 8 concurrent instances of 

Lexor were active on the native LCG-2 system. Four 

people were controlling the production process, checking 
for job failures, interacting with the middleware 
developers and the LCG Experiment Integration Support 
(EIS) team. They were also loading batches of data from 
tape to disk and releasing jobs in ProdDB.     

The production for the Rome workshop consisted of a 
total of 380k jobs submitted to the native LCG-2 WMS, 
out of which 109k simulation jobs, 106k digitization jobs, 
125k reconstruction jobs and 40k pile-up jobs (the 
reconstruction has been performed on digitized events 
and only partially on piled-up events). 

In total, 1.4M files have been stored in LCG Storage 
Elements, both disk-only and Mass Storage Systems, and 
catalogued in the EDG-RLS, corresponding to an amount 
of data of about 45TB. This is a clear improvement with 
respect to DC2 where 91.5k jobs in total ran on LCG-2 
and no reconstruction was performed. The number of 
successful jobs run on the native LCG system in DC2 
(before January 2005) and Rome production (after 
January 2005) is shown in Figure 3.  
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Figure 4 shows the percentage of ATLAS jobs run at 
each LCG site. Jobs were distributed to about 45 different 
computing resources in a ratio generally proportional to 
the size of the cluster, which indicates an overall good job 
distribution. Moreover, one can observe that no site in 
particular ran a large majority of jobs. The site with the 
largest number of CPU resources (CERN), contributed 
for about 11% of the ATLAS production. Other major 
sites, with a smaller amount of resources, but comparable 
with CERN, ran between 5% and 8% of the jobs each.  
This must be seen as an achievement toward a more 
robust and fault-tolerant system which does not rely on a 
small number of large computing centers.  

Figure 3. Number of jobs run every day on the
native LCG-2 infrastructure during DC2 (July04
to January05) and Rome Production
(January05 to June05) 

 
5. Improvements with respect to DC2 

 
The experience and the many improvements in the 

ATLAS production system and in the LCG infrastructure 
can be summarized as follows. 

The Information System in a Grid Infrastructure must 
be very stable and robust, since several services and 
client tools rely on it: in LCG, for example, it is crucial 
for the WMS to discover and rank resources and for the 
DMS service to obtain storage status information. An 
unstable Information System can affect production in 
many aspects. Jobs might not match the full set of 
resources and flood a restricted number of sites, causing 
overload of some site services and leaving other available 
resources unused. Data management commands, unable 
to gather information about storage resources, might fail 
to transfer input and output files, wasting a large amount 
of CPU cycles and causing an overhead for the 
submission system and the production team (handling of 
job failures, resubmission of jobs …). Unfortunately, this 
was the case at the time of DC2. In More details, the 

Figure 4. Percentage of ATLAS jobs run at each 
LCG site. Some sites have been grouped to
improve readability. 



BDII failed occasionally to collect information from 
several site GIIS (hanging connections, mis-configuration, 
failures under heavy load, scalability problems with the 
increase of the number of sites); in many cases, the 
information published by the site were wrong or 
completely missing. For the Rome production, several 
aspects were improved: three BDII dedicated to ATLAS 
were deployed at CERN, balanced through an alias DNS 
switch. This reduced the single point of failure effect for 
both job submission and data management during the job 
execution. In addition, the site GIIS, based on Globus 
MDS was replaced with a more reliable site BDII. 

The experience shows that in this distributed 
environment, site configuration problems are accountable 
for large fraction of the issues affecting the operations: 
incorrect site configuration can result not only in job 
failures, but also in problematic job distribution as already 
mentioned. In addition, a problematic site appears “free”: 
it continuously attracts jobs that fail after a few seconds of 
execution time, creating a “sink-hole” effect. Site 
configuration problems were the main source of failures 
during DC2. At that time, site related problems were 
treated on a case-by-case basis by the Experiment 
Integration Support team, in direct contact with the site 
managers. This not only did require a lot of human effort, 
but was also unthinkable in the long timescale since the 
LCG infrastructure counts a very large number of 
resources, grows very rapidly and is widely distributed. 
The LCG Operation team developed a series of automatic 
tools for site sanity controls [18]: the GIIS monitor checks 
the consistency of the information published by the site in 
the IS almost in real time. The Site Functional Tests, 
running every day at every site test the correct 
configuration of the Worker Nodes and the interaction 
with Grid services. In addition, many sites (especially the 
ones with large number of CPU) started a careful 
monitoring of the number of job failures and developed 
automatic tools to identify problematic nodes. This helped 
in reducing the “sink-hole” effect. 

       From the VO perspective, while for large part of 
DC2 every LCG site was used, during the Rome 
production the ATLAS production managers were 
excluding problematic resources. This was done mostly on 
the basis of the LCG Site Functional Tests. In a first phase, 
problematic sites were excluded completely. Even if this 
procedure brought immediate benefits in terms of job 
efficiencies, it still had a main disadvantage since it was 
not possible to separately exclude the computational 
resources and the storage resources of the site. This was a 
problem in case the excluded sites contained important 
input data in a healthy SE, while the entire site was 
excluded because of problems at its computing farm. The 
mechanism has been subsequently refined, so that near the 
end of the Rome production it was possible to exclude 

separately computing and storage resources on the basis 
of a list of critical tests defined by the production 
managers. In the future, it will be possible to add VO 
specific tests to such list, to have a completely 
customized view of “correctly configured sites”.  

The WMS is a key component for production in a 
distributed environment. A highly automated job 
management service, like the LCG WMS, is designed to 
reduce the human intervention at the minimum and 
consists in a complex set of services interacting with 
external components. This degree of complexity caused a 
certain level of unreliability of the WMS during DC2. As 
an example, a communication problem between RB and 
BDII during DC2 prevented job submission in case of 
heavy load on the BDII. Even if this resulted in almost no 
waste of CPU time (the job was failing right after 
submission), it caused unnecessary overhead for the 
production system and the production database, and extra 
effort for the people running production. The system 
became more robust before the Rome production, thanks 
to several bug fixes and optimizations in the WMS 
workflow and its interaction with external services.  

The heterogeneous and dynamic nature of a Grid 
environment implies a certain level of unreliability. For 
this reason, the applications and the production 
infrastructure built on top of the middleware should be as 
fault tolerant as possible. Several workarounds were 
implemented in Lexor to improve different aspects of the 
interaction with the middleware. Lexor was instrumented 
to cope with failures of the LCG data management 
services. In particular, a timeout mechanism was 
implemented for all data transfer operations. A retry 
mechanism was introduced for failed transfers. ATLAS 
jobs were instrumented to check for the correctness of the 
runtime environment before the actual start and take the 
necessary corrective actions. 

The production team and the LCG operation and 
support teams gathered a lot of experience during DC2 
and benefited from this experience at the time of Rome 
Production. This helped to avoid human errors from both 
the VO side (proxy expiration, application software 
crashes …) and the LCG side (services 
upgrades/maintenance downtime, etc …). 
 
6. Standing issues and possible 
improvements. 
  

Table 1 summarizes the main causes of job failures in 
the Rome production, together with the failure rates. As 
shown, the most problematic issue comes from Data 
Management (~27%), while site related problems reduced 
to a negligible fraction. Some causes of failure could not 
be clarified and remain unclassified. 



 
6.1. Data Management System 
 

The Grid middleware should provide a reliable file 
transfer service for data movement across different sites 
and fault tolerant client libraries to upload/download data 
files from/to the Worker Node. The reliable file transfer 
service should be able to queue transfer requests, 
automatically replicate files following a defined 
subscription model, gracefully recover and retry 
interrupted transfers and validate the transfer as a post-
processing step. The “fault tolerant” client libraries should 
be able to cope with possible failures and trigger automatic 
retrial. At the time of the Rome production, a reliable file 
transfer service was not in place. Replication of files 
between Storage Elements and data movement from/to the 
WN was performed through LCG DM client tools (lcg-
utils). Such tools did not provide timeout and retry 
capabilities and, as consequence, hanging commands were 
killed only by the batch system, when the job reached the 
maximum time limit of the queue. The timeout was 
implemented at some point in Lexor as a temporary 
solution and is being introduced natively in the LCG DM 
tools. In addition, a reliable File Transfer Service on top of 
gridFTP has been developed within the EGEE project and 
will be deployed in LCG in the near future. 

A file is a “Grid file” if it is both stored in a Storage 
Element and registered in the File Catalog. Data 
Management high-level tools (like lcg-utils) should ensure 
consistency between entries in the catalogue and files in 
the SE. In particular, the operations of uploading or 
replicating files to a SE and registering their location in the 
file catalogue should be performed as one single atomic 
operation: if at any time the operation fails, the service 
should gracefully rollback to the original state leaving no 
corrupted entries in the catalogue (not associated with a 
physical file) nor corrupted files (zero length, truncated, 
not registered in the catalogue). The LCG DM service does 
not ensure consistency between files in the SE and the 

corresponding entries in the file catalogue. In particular, 
prematurely killed file transfers (like in case of the Lexor 
timeout) leave zero length files in the SE or corrupted 
entries in EDG-RLS. At the end of Rome production, a 
tedious process of catalogue and Storage Elements 
manual clean-up was needed. In the future, the new 
version of lcg-utils should guarantee atomic transactions. 

One of the main problems in data management in Grid 
infrastructures is data access on mass storage systems 
(hybrid systems with a tape library and a disk front-end). 
Data need to be moved (staged) from tape to disk before 
they can be accessed. The middleware should be able to 
ensure the presence of data on disk when an application 
or a service needs to access them. Moreover, it should be 
possible to “pin” data, i.e. to ensure they remain staged 
on disk until they are needed or in use (in mass storage 
systems, automatic clean-up agents can free up disk space 
if data is not accessed since some time). Unfortunately, 
this is not yet the case in LCG and a good strategy for 
data access on Mass Storage Systems was really missing 
during Rome production. In particular, if data were not 
staged on disk, lcg-utils commands would fail during file 
access and hang. For this reason, manual pre-staging of 
files was carried out by the production team as soon as 
the files were needed and with no possibility of pinning. 
Not only this strategy does require a lot of human effort, 
but also introduces a certain level of randomness in the 
system (data could disappear from disk at any time). A 
large fraction of the stage-in problems mentioned in 
Table 1 arose during data access on mass storage. The 
situation will hopefully improve with the introduction of 
a Storage Resource Manager [19] (SRM) as a front-end to 
every SE. The SRM is an interface, agreed on between 
experiments and middleware developers, to standardize 
storage access and management.  

Since the aim of production and Data Challenges is 
not only the validation of the computing model and the 
software and middleware infrastructure, but also the 
generation of event samples which can be analyzed by 
physicists, the ATLAS strategy for file distribution must 
be rethought. At the end of the Rome production, the 
output files were chaotically spread around 143 different 
Storage Elements. Such disorganized distribution of files 
complicates the analysis of the reconstructed event 
samples and, since in the ATLAS production chain the 
output of one phase represents the input of the 
subsequent, it affected the production itself. Replicas of 
some ATLAS input data existed uniquely in a single SE. 
If such SE was inaccessible (hardware/software failure, 
down for maintenance, site excluded from the IS, human 
error …) jobs requiring those input data did fail. 
Moreover, multiple jobs concurrently accessing the same 
SE could overload the gridFTP server front-end, which 
would become less and less responsive (and finally 
crash). The new ATLAS Data Management system, 

System Causes Rate 

WMS Total 1.6% 

DM Download input files 26.4% 

DM Upload output files 0.8 % 

ATLAS/LCG Athena-crash 9.1% 

ATLAS Proxy Expired 0.3% 

LCG Site misconfig, 0.9% 

Unclassified  9% 

Table 1. Causes of job failures during Rome 
Production.  



expected to be in place from October 2005, should provide 
a more efficient and less randomized distribution of files. 
The concepts of “logical data set” will be enforced 
(collection of files being moved and located as a unique 
entity). Sites will “commit to data”: the site will declare its 
interest in holding a dataset, while specific ATLAS agents 
at the site will trigger migration of files to satisfy such 
commitment. The integration of DonQuijote with the gLite 
reliable File Transfer Service will be a good step forward 
in this direction.  

 
6.2. Workload Management System 
 

Failures in the WMS were limited; however, there are 
some standing issues.  

The performance of the WMS, generally acceptable in 
normal conditions, was observed to degrade under stress. 
Beside job submission, the supervisor agent triggers 
queries to the LB service to gather the status of the job; 
obviously, the number of such queries in a given period of 
time increases with the number of submitted jobs. When 
the LB service is under heavy load, also job submission 
performances are affected, since at the time of each 
submission the LB service must be contacted. 
Furthermore, the LB service ran on the same machine 
running the RB services. Consequently, a single RB/LB 
could not control efficiently more than 2000 jobs and the 
submission time of an ATLAS job could vary from 10 to 
more than 40 seconds depending on the load. As a 
temporary solution, several RBs dedicated to ATLAS and 
with different hardware solutions have been deployed at 
CERN, CNAF (Bologna-Italy) and IFIC (Valencia-Spain). 
Better performances were obtained with a configuration 
where the LB was running on a separated host. To cope 
with the lack of performance in job submission, ATLAS 
has developed in parallel an executor, Lexor-CG [1], using 
the Condor-G service [20]. This system, lighter-weight 
with respect to the LCG Resource Broker and based on 
fewer internal services, was able to distribute jobs very 
efficiently and at very good rates. The gLite WMS is 
supposed to overcome several of those limitations.  It will 
be possible in fact to submit several jobs in bulk mode i.e. 
in a single interaction. This will avoid the overhead of the 
authentication step per single interaction and will speed up 
the submission process. In addition, the LB information 
will be collected by dedicated services (the gLite 
Information Service) to avoid overloaded systems. 
Preliminary tests of the gLite WMS have shown an 
improvement in the job submission speed of a factor of 5 
to 10 with respect to the LCG Resource Broker. 

The Resource Broker relies on a user defined “ranking” 
expression to select the best available resource matching 
the job requirements. Such expression is built starting from 
attributes of the Glue schema and is evaluated by the 
WMS querying the information system. During Rome 

production it was  very difficult to find a good ranking 
expression for job distribution. This was mostly due to 
the level of detail of the Glue schema which, at that time, 
did not provide an adequate VO specific view of 
computing resources. The situation improved 
dramatically when ATLAS dedicated queues were 
configured at almost every site. The new version of the 
Glue schema will offer VO specific information. 

The granularity of the information in the Glue schema 
is at the “site level”. Several attributes like the frequency 
of CPU cycles, the memory, etc… refer to a 
representative Worker Node which is not always the 
worst performing of the farm. For this reason, the 
requirements specified at job submission time might be 
not fulfilled in reality. In the ATLAS production for 
instance, almost 10% of the jobs failed with a crash of the 
experiment application (Athena). This was the 
consequence of many factors; the application for instance 
could have been forced to run under unexpected 
conditions, like less memory than required and so on. In 
more than half of such failures however the job just took 
an extraordinary long time to download the input files 
(overloaded SE, files available only on tape, etc … see 
previous paragraphs). In this situation, the maximum 
allowed running time for the queue was exceeded and the 
application was killed by the batch system.    

 
6.3. Monitoring 
 

Job monitoring and error diagnostics are essential in 
order to run efficiently a production in a distributed 
environment. Job failures have to be categorized and 
prioritized, so that people can invest time solving the 
most serious and urgent issues. The production manager 
needs a complete overview of the available resources and 
the distribution of running and waiting jobs to be able to 
identify problematic behaviors of some services and sites. 
In LCG those features were partially present but the 
monitoring system, described in Sections 2 and 3, still 
needs to be improved:  

 
1. GridICE sensors producing job-monitoring 

information per VO were deployed in every site, but 
not correctly configured everywhere. This yielded 
partial information, difficult to interpret. 

2. Queries to the ProdDB could cause an excessive load 
if a correct query style was not adopted. 

3. The error diagnostics, performed parsing executor 
log files and querying the DB should be formalized 
in proper tools to allow quick retrieval of sensible 
information 

4. Real-time job output inspection would have been 
helpful, especially to investigate the causes of 
hanging jobs. 

  



7. Conclusions 
 
The Rome production on LCG was a big step forward 

with respect to the DC2 production. Since the ATLAS 
production system needs reliable Grid middleware and an 
appropriate channel to gather information from the 
underlying infrastructure, this improvement must be seen 
as the consequence of improvements in Grid services 
reliability, Grid operations and in the ATLAS specific 
components. However, there are still open issues: the 
output files are randomly distributed around the word and 
not logically clustered in well defined storage locations; 
the production needs a substantial personnel effort, cannot 
run unattended and several interventions are needed. 
Several components of the Grid middleware and the 
production system still need improvements, both in terms 
of reliability and performance. All those issues were 
reported to and addressed by the middleware providers. 
New releases of the Grid software are now in the pre-
production phase, preparing for the next massive 
production at the end of 2005.  

In general, the integration of the VO computing 
framework and Grid middleware is a process under 
continuous evolution. Grid developers should consider the 
heterogeneous variety of the Virtual Organizations, with 
different perspective, requirements and views of the Grid. 
Middleware development for such a variety of 
communities can be effectively carried on through the 
definition of generic and standard interfaces, agreed 
between VO representatives and Grid developers, as for 
the SRM interface. On the other side, application 
developers should remember the dynamic and distributed 
nature of a Grid environment. Applications must be able to 
adapt to different runtime environments and to tolerate 
failures. 
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